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See More Clearly
Pen and Ink on Paper
9’ X 11’ 2”
2003

See More Clearly is a large drawing on paper done with various steel calligraphy brushes and
india ink. It is a mathematical investigation as much as it is a piece of art, in that it utilizes
statistics and chance as a means to explore pattern making. It was completed in the summer of
2003 and took a little over a year to finish.
The word ‘drawing’ usually elicits a certain kind of idea in most peoples’ minds. One can
imagine an artist making marks on the page, stepping back and evaluating the drawing, working
on the drawing again, maybe erasing here and there, drawing for a little while, stepping back,
evaluating again, pondering, drawing again. Perhaps you can imagine the artist struggling and
vexing, as he encounters difficulty, sometimes going home frustrated because the drawing ‘isn’t
working.’ Or perhaps the drawing was going well, and the artist would respond by feeling happy
and experiencing great pleasure.
Originally, this was my approach to painting and drawing, and I still often draw in this way. But
after a while I realized all of my work was beginning to look the same. I had developed a lot of
habits in drawing. I also realized I was micro-managing the drawings, and wasn’t really allowing
them to breathe. I would work for an evening, then the next day I would look at it and think, “Oh
no, its all wrong, I have to make some drastic changes.” Or sometimes I would make these
drastic changes after just an hour or two of work. There was an awful lot of time judging the
work and not so much time really seeing the overall picture. A lot of time making reactionary
decisions, second guessing myself and trying to “make it work,” all with a short term
perspective. I wanted to try something different.
A common approach to drawing is often this,
draw – evaluate – evaluate – draw – evaluate – draw – draw – evaluate.
I wanted this instead,
draw – draw – draw – draw – draw – evaluate – draw – draw – draw – draw –
draw – evaluate.
Do you see that the evaluating is concentrated at the end of a lot of drawing? It is the big
picture approach. Draw for a long while, then look and see what is happening. There is no
constant interrupting of the drawing process. Draw, draw, draw, draw… then look and see what
the result is. No erasing either. Just drawing, drawing, adjusting course, and drawing again.
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How the Drawing Works
A large 9 by 11 foot sheet of paper was divided into a one inch grid. The drawing initially
consisted of only 6 types of lines:

The decision of what type of line to make was left to a roll of the dice. For example, a roll of the
number 1 could correspond to a vertical line, and a roll of a 4 could correspond to a 1/4 round
bottom left quadrant line. The dice roll, its corresponding line type, and symbol notation is
illustrated below:
First Roll of dice: determines what type of mark to make
1: vertical line ( | )
2: horizontal line ( -– )
3: quarter round circle, bottom right quadrant ( _| )
4: quarter round, bottom left ( |_ )
5: quarter round, top right ( -| )
6: quarter round, top left ( |– )

Now that we have decided on what type of line to make, we must determine how large that line
will be. Again, we can roll the dice to decide. I decided on the following:
Second Roll
1: 2
2: 4
3: 4
4: 4
5: 6
6: 8

of dice:
units
units
units
units
units
units

determines size of mark

Concerning the size of the line, I had many options. For example, the size could vary wildly, or
the sizes could all be a little bit similar. Instead of the units 2, 4, 4, 4, 6 ,8, I could have chosen
2, 35, 15, 182, 6, 1693. But I decided on a small variance, with the probability of the number 4
occurring 50% of the time.
Next, after making a vertical line of 4 units for example, we must determine where the next line
will be. In other words, will the next line be north, south, east or west of the last line? Or
northeast, southwest, etc. Using this way of thinking there are eight possible directions to go,
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but only 6 sides to a die. Some directions would have to be left out. Below is what I decided
upon as well as the corresponding symbol notation.
Third Roll: determines in which direction, the next mark will begin
1: Start new line to the right of the previous line ( --> )
2: Start new line to the left of the previous line ( <-– )
3: Start new line diagonally down and right of the previous line ( /> )
4: Start new line diagonally up and left of the previous line ( <+ )
5: Start new line directly up from the previous line ( A )
6: Start new line directly down from the previous line ( V )

Ok, so now we have established that this new line will be diagonally up and to the right of the
previous line. But how far up and right? An inch, or 3 feet? Again, roll the dice.
Fourth Roll:
mark?
1: 2
2: 2
3: 4
4: 4
5: 4
6: 6

how many squares over in that particular direction to start new

Again, I had a wide variety of options with this parameter. I chose 2,2,4,4,4,6 because I wanted
a clustering and bunching of the lines, not a random distribution all over the page.
Further Instructions for the
Drawing
Don’t work for too long each day. Even 15 minutes or an hour is fine at a time.
If a line goes off the edge of the page, continue on the other side.
Repeat these instructions for 1000 marks. Under no circumstances change the system until the
1000 marks are finished. After that allotment is completed, look at the drawing. What patterns
are developing? What is the overall motion and orientation to this system of lines? What would
I now like to see happen?
After the completion of 1000 marks make a small modification to the instruction set. Maybe
make a larger variety of line sizes possible, or maybe increase the brush size. Make 1000 more
marks using this new instruction set.
Repeat for a total of 10,000 marks.
What did I learn?
The fist thing I should mention is that I only got up to around 3700 marks. At that time I was
asked to show the piece in a gallery, even unfinished, and I agreed. After that, the piece was
shown at Princeton University for a few months more, and by the time I had received back the
drawing too much time had elapsed, and I had begun new projects. I declared the work finished
as it was.
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That being said, I had many interesting experiences. Somewhere between mark number 300
and 400, I realized that the dice rolling procedure was unbearably tedious. I decided to
computer program the system in C++, and just print out all 1000 instructions in one shot. All the
drawing was still done by hand, but just the manual rolling of dice was eliminated.
More important than the logistical issues were the insightful experiences I had. The first 100
marks I thought were beautiful. Then there were long stretches of time, weeks even, that I was
not happy with the direction of the drawing. But I knew I had to stick with it until the batch of
1000 was complete. I remember as soon as I started the second batch of 1000, somewhere
around mark number 1050, I thought I made a mistake with the numbers I had chosen. I didn’t
like the rhythm of the lines. And now I couldn’t change paths for another 950 marks! But I stuck
with it, and by mark number 1700, that stretch which I initially didn’t like became my favorite part
of the drawing. In fact, this became a recurring theme. Every time I would enter a series of
lines which I initially didn’t like, eventually that part of the drawing would work itself out and
become the most interesting. If I hadn’t imposed the rule to stick with the system for 1000
marks, I would have abandoned that path too early, and missed out.
A lot of people would ask me, “Why do you spend weeks drawing this all out by hand. Couldn’t
you just do it all on the computer. You could even see what all 10,000 marks would look like
before you even start!”
Of course I could do that. But by operating so slowly I gain a deeper understanding of the
number system being used and what unique rhythm it creates. I begin to understand which
parameters are contributing to the unique look of the drawing. I begin to get inside the patterns,
develop an intuitive feeling about them, and understand how the statistical nature of number
system A is different from number system B. I also learn not to panic and abandon anything too
early.
This is a systems approach to drawing. It is an acceptance that whatever this system produces
is what it produces. Another system will visually represent itself differently. The idea is that
every system, whether deliberately laid out beforehand or just followed by the force of habit, will
terminate in a unique, and very tangible end product as unique as a fingerprint. In the case of
this experiment, it resulted in the literal visual appearance of this drawing.
This will become an important point in future chapters as we discuss financial trading, because
a trader cannot trade in every style simultaneously. He must deliberately choose a particular
style or system to trade the market. He must consciously be aware of the limitations, the
potential benefits, and the possible end results of the system. The choice to use a certain
approach on the markets could result in a profitable outcome or a miserable failure. Either way,
the outcome is solely the result of the trader’s style, system, or approach.
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Visual representation of how drawing operates
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